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Beijing Bonanza - stunning Javelin, 400m and Vault
Men’s Javelin
Here Yego: Julius seizes it
This was another top class event with the first
five over 87 metres but the star performer was
Julius Yego who won Kenya’s first ever field
medal with gold with the furthest throw since
2001. Two years ago, Yego was thwarted for
bronze with a final round throw but this time he
was in a different class altogether
It didn’t start that way as he began with a no
throw and then only improved to 81.29m. That
wouldn’t have been good enough for a chance
to have three more throws but Yego speared a
sensational 92.72m and the contest was over.
Ihab Abdelrahman El Sayed had started well
and the Egyptian opened with 86.07m which
put him second at the end of the round as
Thomas Rohler started with a 86.68m.
El Sayad, seventh in 2013, was delighted with
his second throw of 88.99m and kissed the
ground after his season’s best throw. He lost
the lead after that and failed to respond with a
valid throw again but won a silver medal.
The 2007 champion Tero Pikamaki moved into
third with 87.64m in the fourth round and
backed that up with an 87.34m last throw.
Poor Rohler had five throws over 86 metres
and ended up with 87.41m to finish his series
but despite this his only distinctions was having
the greatest WC throw never to medal. Anti
Ruuskanen also achieved that with 87.12m in
fifth.
GOLD: Julius Yego (KEN) 92.72
SILVER: Ihab Abdel. El Sayad (EGY) 88.99
BRONZE: Tero Pitkamaki (FIN) 87.64
Women’s Steeplechase
Hyvin makes a beeline for the finish.
Indian Lalita Shiva was her country’s first track
finalist and she built up a good lead after an
opening kilometre of 3:09.96 though the pack
was closing at 2km in 6:22.27.
There were still six in contention at the bell and
five together at the final water jump.
World leader Habiba Ghribi, who was second
in 2011, led into the straight but couldn’t off
the challenge of Hyvin Jepkemoi in the final
strides. The Kenyan, who was sixth in
Moscow, and second to Ghribi in the world
lead at Monaco, won by a metre as Kenya
continued their amazing Championships.
It was a 67 last lap and 2:56 final kilometre.
Ghribri just edged Germany’s Krause for 2nd.
GOLD: Hyvin Jepkemoi (KEN) 9:19.11
SILVER: Habiba Ghribi (TUN) 9:19.24
BRONZE: Gesa Krause (GER) 9:19.25

Women’s 400H
It’s all Hejnova now – Czech mate!
Zuzana Hejnova easily defended her world title
and set a world lead too. The Czech athlete
won by four metres in the fast time of 53.50.
She became the third double champion but the
first to defend successfully as the other two
(Bidouane and Pittman) regained theirs after a
loss. She said: “It was a hard race because I
was nervous as champion. I tried to enjoy it but
expected it to be faster.”
The previous world leader Shamier Little won
silver and Cassandra Tate took the bronze as
USA had a relatively successful event.
Dane Sara Slott Petrson finished fast from too
far back and was fourth.
Eilidh Child started well but seemed to fade on
the bend but did at least finish strongly to take
sixth but her 54.78 time was disappointing and
she hasn’t been able to replicate her 2014 form
this year.
The fastest in the field, Kaliese Spencer (52.79
PB) was last in 55.47

Silva’s gold as Holly goes up
It was the greatest pole vault competition in
history with 12 women over 4.60m and seven
over 4.70m and Yarisley Silva came from
behind to win with a final clearance of 4.90m,
having been just seventh after 4.70m.
She moved into a medal position once she
cleared 4.80m but was still only third and
moved into second as she went over 4.85m first
time as the 2011 champion Fabiano Murer also
cleared at her first attempt to equal her national
record. A vault of 4.90m though was beyond
Murer and Silva had gold.
The Greek Nikoleta Kyrikopoulou was the
other vault over 4.80m and led after clearing
first time but had to settle for bronze.
Holly Bradshaw started well clearing 4.35m
and 4.50m first attempt but needed two tries at
4.60m which put her back in sixth as five
cleared on their first attempt. She cleared
4.70m first time for a season’s best and indeed
an outdoor PB. She was still only fifth then but
couldn’t clear 4.80m but was delighted with her
vaulting. Until that height she was actually
ahead of Silva as the Cuban had taken three
vaults at 4.70m.

Men’s 400m
Wayde too fast for the rest
The 400m has been sensational from the off in
Beijing and it finished even better. No race has
ever seen three men inside 44 seconds and both
the last two champions, LaShawn Merritt and
Kirani James ran faster than the previous fastest
losing time of 43.97 by Larry James way back
in the altitude of the 1968 Olympics
Wayde Van Niekirk started fast and held a clear
lead into the straight. He was finding it hard in
the last 50 metres but he maintained a twometre lead to the finish and the result was a
brilliant 43.48. It puts him fourth all-time and
the best ever non American behind Johnson,
Reynolds and Wariner.
It was of course a world lead and African
record and was the fastest time in the world for
eight years and only 0.02 away from being the
best mark since Johnson set his record in 1999.
It was so fast that the South African had to be
stretchered off and was unable to comment!
Last year, Van Niekerk was silver medallist in
the Commonwealth Games and African
Championships and was a former 200m
specialist though ran 19.94 this summer in
Lucerne to show his speed has improved too.
In 2015 he has proved unbeatable and won all
15 of his races. He set an African best of 31.63
at 300m in Birmingham and then beat James in
Paris. He also won the London Diamond
League.
Merritt finished strongly and set a PB 43.65 to
strengthen his hold on fifth all-time while
Olympic champion James had to be content
with a season’s best of just 43.78 and at 23 is
only going to get better.
Luquein Santos started relatively slowly but
finished fast and ran a Dominican record of
44.11 which is the fastest time never to medal.
That time would have won him 7 WC finals!
Rabah Yousif backed up his brilliant 44.54
semi final with a 44.68 final to get sixth place
and beat Machel Cedonio and Yousef Ahmed
Masrahi. The latter had run 43.93 in his first
round three days earlier.
The Briton said: “It was a crazy fast race. It
was a hot pepper race! I tried. I really believed
I could break the British record tonight but the
race was just too quick. I tried to stick to my
plan, but people are crazy, people are going like
maniacs in that race. They had to get
stretchered off, that’s how crazy it is.
Somebody runs until he loses his mind. I can’t
wait for the relay.”

GOLD: Yarisley Silva (CUB) 4.90
SILVER: Fabiana Murer (BRA) 4.85
BRONZE: Nikoleta Kyriakopoulou (GRE) 4.80

GOLD: Wayde Van Niekerk (RSA) 43.48
SILVER: LaShawn Merritt (USA) 43.65
BRONZE: Kirani James (GRN) 43.78

GOLD: Zuzana Hejnova (CZE) 53.50
SILVER: Shamier Little (USA) 53.94
BRONZE: Cassandra Tate (USA) 54.02

Women’s Pole Vault
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Women’s Hammer Qualifying
Hitchon a ride
Sophie Hitchon qualified for the final with
surprising ease and the eighth best mark. She
threw 71.07m one place up on former world
record holder and world champion Betty
Heidler. It took 69.86m to qualify and only
four got the automatic distance.
Top qualifying mark was by world record
holder and defending champion Anita
Wlodarczyk, who threw 75.01m.
Men’s 5000m qualiying
Mo’s stumbling block
10,000m champion Mo Farah qualified with
ease but not without a scare as he was caught
from behind and staggered for quite a few
strides but just about remained on his feet. He
was 2nd in 13:19.44
It was his fastest ever heat and the 20th time
ever under 13:20. Yomil Kejelcha was
narrowly ahead with 13:19.38.
Thomas Farrell was in the slower first heat and
ran a splendid 4:04 last mile to finish fourth in
his heat and make it through with a few tenths
to spare because as usual 10 made it through
heat 2 and only 5 heat 1. Farrell’s time was
13:45.29
Men’s Triple jump qualifying
Pedro Pichardo’s peak performance
Pedro Pichardo topped qualifying with a
17.43m leap. 16.73m made the final and the 12
include Britain’s former Euro Junior champion
Tosin Oke, who now competes for Nigeria but
still turns out for his club Woodford Green
with Essex Ladies jumped 16.74m as 11th best.
Women’s 800m qualifying
Sharp sharp for a kick up the Arzamasova
Lynsey Sharp ran an UK lead of 1:58.98 for
her third best ever time and qualified easily in
2nd. The winner Marina Arzamasova was
fastest with 1:58.69
Jenny Meadows (2:00.70) got through as the
equal slowest fastest loser.
Shelayna Oskan-Clarke was a qualifying third
but the slowest overall through on 2:01.72.

Women’s 200m semis
Dina-mite explodes in the heats
For the first time in World Championships
history, three Britons made the 200m semi
finals.
The stand out effort came from Dina AsherSmith. Despite being in lane two and easing
down, she ran a startling 22.22, and might have
broken the British record of 22.10 had she run
through the line.
It was a PB and was easily the round’s fastest.
The next best was Candyce McGrone who ran
22.45 and no one else broke 22.50.
Bianca Williams finished very well and did a
season’s best of 22.85 to finish second in her
heat. Margaret Adeoye started slowly but also
came through but her 23.10 was only 23rd
fastest of 24 qualifiers and 23.15 was the
slowest qualifier.
Campbell-Brown was lucky to not to be
disqualified as she finished in the lane of
Adeoye.
Men’s 200m semi finals
Justin the nick of time as Danny bouyed
Justin Gatlin was fastest with 19.85 with Bolt
second best on 19.95.
Zharnel Hughes won his heat in style in 20.14
but his time was only seventh fastest overall
and Miguel Francis ran that time in heat three
and failed to qualify.
Danny Talbot was only fifth in his heat but
achieved a new PB with his 20.27.
110mH Heats
Oliver wants more
David Oliver was easily the fastest with his
impressive 13.25. Lawrence Clarke was the
only qualifier over 13.60 with his 13.61 which
took the last fastest losers spot.
Day 4
Another great day for Britain in terms of
qualification. The only athlete not to qualify
was Dan Talbot and he PB’d.
Through qualifying day 5: Farrell, Farah,
Hitchon, Clarke, Sharp, Oskan-Clarke,
Meadows, Asher-Smith, Hughes, Out: Talbot
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Today’s Timetable
9.30 M DT qualifying
9.35 W HJ qual – Lake Gp A, Pooley Gp B
9.40 W 5000 hts – Twell ht 1 v Dibaba
10.20 W LJ qual – KJT Gp A, Ugen/Proctor
Gp B
10.35 1500 hts – Grice ht 1, O’Hare ht 3
11.15 W100H hts Ofili ht 4, Porter ht 5
19.00 Women’s Hammer – Hitchon top 8?
19.10 110H sf – Clarke ht 3 v Oliver
19.10 Men’s Triple Jump
19.35 W 200 sf – Williams ht 1, Adeoye ht 2,
Asher-Smith ht 3 v Tarmoh/Campbell-Brown
20.05 W 800 sfs – Meadows ht 1, OskanClarke ht 2, Sharp ht 3 v Hassan, Arzamasova,
Sum!
Quiz Answers (more questions tomorrow)
1 It was Mohamed Aman who won the
Summer Youth Olympics in 2010 at 1000m
and a 800m WC gold
2 Kim Collins is the only male sprinter to
contest 10 world champs
3 LaShawn Meritt won his 10th WC medal
4 Wendy Sly and Alison Wyeth finished fifth
in a WC 3000m?
5 Belgium have won 4 medals – all bronzes
Placing Table
1USA 111; 2 KEN 108; 3 GER 58
4 JAM 40
5 ETH/POL 39
7 CHN 38
8 GBR 36
9 CAN 28
10 CUB 21; 11 NED 19; 12 RUS 17
Medal table
1 KEN 6 3 2
2 GBR 3 0 0
3 JAM 2 0 1
4 CUB 2 0 0
5 USA 1 3 5
6 GER 1 2 2
7 ETH 1 2 0
8 POL 1 1 3
9 CAN 1 1 2
9 COL/ERI/ESP/ERI/RSA 1 0 0

BEIJING TOUR NOTES
Temple of Heaven & Silk Factory Tour – Today from 13.00 - 17.30 hrs
This tour departs from and returns back to the Celebrity International Grand hotel. Please be ready at least 10 mins prior to departure and wait in the
hotel reception. For those newly arrived in Beijing lunch can be taken in the Celebrity hotel from the restaurant salad bar that has pasta hot dishes too
from RMB 98 if you have attended that morning’s session and are looking for an easy lunch option.

Even as some clients are still arriving to join our group we all need to start thinking about departures so…..
BEIJING DEPARTURE INFORMATION IS NOW POSTED ON YOUR HOTEL NOTICE-BOARD – so please check this to
ensure there are no errors. If there are please contact Lee & David. The timings for departing the hotels are shown and are based upon the advice of
our local agent with regard to local traffic conditions and airport security.
For clients on the Xian & Shanghai Post-Event Tour there is a group flight ticket / hotel voucher(s) so you will not be receiving any documents from
us prior to the start of these tours. Any additional ad hoc rail tickets that some clients will be needing post the Xian & Shanghai tours will be given to you
by David who is accompanying you after you have departed Beijing.
For clients on Yangtze Cruises you will receive your flight tickets and documentation from Lee & David.

PREDICTION CONTEST
After five days of competition Hilary Hardy with 13 out of 24 retains her lead ahead of Keith Adamson and Allan McLaren on 12 with 4 clients on 11.
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